T HE newer concept of the nature of soil organic matter is based substantially on the study of decomposing plant residues, and the acceptance of the view that the transformations concerned are predominantly, if not exclusively, microbiological. The chemistry of soil organic matter should therefore be related directly to the chemistry of the parent plant materials, and to that of products microbially synthesized therefrom. Even though plant tissues are in general composed of the same constituents, the proportions thereof may vary considerably, and this fact, no less than the physical environmental conditions, may influence the nature of the active population and the route which decomposition processes will take. It has been abundantly established that extensively decomposed plant residues may similarly differ quite widely in composition as a result of the interplay of these various factors, and accordingly the probability must be faced that the more or less stable organic matter fraction of soils may likewise vary in composition according to its source and the conditions of its formation. A certain measure of similarity will of course exist, but there is no reason for supposing that in all soils the ultimate residue will be comparatively uniform. Furthermore, since the conditions within the soil are not homogeneous at all levels, the organic residues in the different horizons may be expected to vary in composition as well as in amount. In the past such variations have been indicated almost solely by differences in the C/N ratio, which throw no light on the reasons for the variations.
The next step in the study of soil organic matter must therefore be the development of some system of fractionation that will provide both qualitative and quantitative information as to its nature. A beginning has been made in the application of the so-called "proximate system" of plant analysis to the organic matter in mineral soils by various Russian workers, and in this country by Waksman and Hutchings (7).
3 No proof that these procedures are satisfactorily applicable to soil organic matter has yet been given, and it is certainly premature confidently to describe in terms of specific plant constituents the products of terms of carbon only, as adopted by Vandeca Katznelson (6) is probably to'be preferred. of the difficulty of carrying out certain analys presence of perhaps 95 % or more mineral m may be that "balance sheet" fractionation, ev improved, will always involve a tedious operations.
An alternative approach is to seek for which are more or less specific and which used in the presence of soil as a measure portion of the organic matter. Under norma conditions lignin tends to accumulate in deco plant residues and contributes largely to the ties of the residue. Either lignin or the m synthesized nitrogenous complexes that con accumulate would be promising constituents which such reactions should be directed. W intention a study of the oxidation of dec residues by hypochlorite was made (5). This has the disadvantage that it proceeds slowly not come to completion even after several incompleted reaction is not of itself objectio comparative purposes if there is some cle marked stage at which measurements may In this paper is described the use of hypoiod oxidant for certain fractions of the soil organi Less extensive oxidation results but the re such that it is both simple and rapid, and may be used as an aid in the characterization of th matter in different soil types.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Properties of the reagent.-As an oxidant hypo sesses certain characteristics that are not immediate but which are of importance in connection with i this purpose. When iodine is added to sodium hydr the formation of hypoiodite, the following reac mences :
